Experimental measurments of highly localized (FWHM < 0. Off-axis heating (r/a > 0.5) was observed in D( 3 He) plasmas at Bo = 7.9 T and nHe/ne ~ 0.2-0.3. An improved toroidal ICRF code (TORIC) has been used to successfully simulate these experiments. On-axis and off-axis MCEH and current drive experiments are planned for C-mod at fo = 40 MHz and B 0 -3.5 -4.7 T. The TORIC code has been used to simulate the MCEH in these proposed experiments and simple estimates of the current driven by mode converted IBW have also been made.
Introduction and Background
Recently, an improved toroidal ICRF code (TORIC) has become avail- The TORIC simulations shown in this paper were all done with 240 radial elements and 32 poloidal modes (-16 < m < 16).
On-axis and off-axis MCEH and current drive experiments are planned for C-mod at fo = 40 MHz and B 0 -3.5 -4.7 T. The lower frequency and toroidal field will allow current profile control and transport barrier formation experiments to be carried out with the goal of achieving enhanced reversed shear mode (ERS) in C-Mod. The TORIC code has been used to simulate the MCEH in these proposed experiments and simple estimates of the current driven by mode converted IBW have also been made using the 
Mode Conversion Electron Heating at 80 MHz
The experimental and predicted rf power deposition profiles to electrons for on-axis MCEH in an H( 3 He) C-Mod plasma are shown in Fig. 1(a) .
The plasma parameters were BT = 6.2 T, ne(0) corresponding to the IBW are evident in Fig. 2(b) as the plane wavefront on the high field side of the plasma at X ~ -10 cm.
Mode Conversion Electron Heating at 40 MHz
Localized mode conversion electron heating and current drive will be An example of the off-axis MCEH predicted by TORIC for a D ( 3 He) plasma at 40 MHz and B 0 = 3.9 T is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Other plasma parameters in this simulation were identical to those used in the on-axis ..
